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AGENTS
Tricia Lawrence
Associate Agent, Erin Murphy Literary Agency
Tricia is the "Pacific Northwest branch" of EMLA—born and raised
in Oregon, and now lives in Seattle. After 18 years of working as a
developmental and production-based editor (from kids book to
college textbooks), she joined EMLA in March 2011 as a social
media strategist. Tricia represents picture books/chapter books that
look at the world in a unique way, with characters that are alive
both on and off the page, and middle grade and young adult fiction
and nonfiction that offers strong worldbuilding, wounded narrators,
and stories that grab a reader and won't let go. Tricia loves hiking,
camping out in the woods, collecting rocks, BBC America and
anything British. You can find Tricia's writing about blogging,
Tweeting, Facebooking, and other social media topics at www.authorblogger.net and her writing
about the creative process at www.trishlawrence.com.

Kimiko Nakamura
Associate Agent, Dee Mura Literary Agency
Kimiko Nakamura joined Dee Mura Literary in 2010. Prior to becoming
a literary agent, she worked in production at Shambhala Publications and
in sales at Harvard Common Press. Kimiko represents both fiction and
nonfiction titles, and looks for writers with unique voices and inspiring
stories. She is seeking contemporary fiction, upmarket literary, young
adult, women¹s lit, romance, mystery, urban fantasy, cookbooks, health,
mind & body, memoir, and narrative nonfiction. Visit the Dee Mura
website at DeeMuraLiterary.com

Kaylee Davis
Associate Agent, Dee Mura Literary Agency
Growing up in The Middle of Nowhere, Ohio, Kaylee’s lifeline to sanity
was the local library where she nurtured her love of all things literary.
Kaylee received a B.A. in English Literature and a B.A. in Sociology
from Miami University, and is certified in Copyediting from Emerson
College. Kaylee is particularly interested in science fiction, fantasy,
speculative fiction, young adult, and new adult. She also specializes in
steampunk, espionage, coming-of-age, and social commentary. You can
find her on twitter at @Kaylee_Davis_ and online at
deemuraliterary.com.
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EDITORS & PUBLISHING
Jon Fine
Director of Author and Publishing Relations,
Amazon.com
Jon P. Fine is director of Author and Publishing
Relations for Amazon.com, focusing on Amazon’s
publishing programs and author services, and
coordinating outreach to the author and publishing
communities. He founded and directs Amazon’s author
grant program, which supports a diverse range of notfor-profit author and publisher groups dedicated to
fostering the creation, discussion and publication of new
writing and new voices (www.amazon.com/authorgrants). He joined the company as an attorney in January
2006, and subsequently led business development for Brilliance Audio following its acquisition
by Amazon in 2007. Prior to joining Amazon in 2006, he directed legal affairs for the Alfred A.
Knopf publishing division of Random House. In past lives, he served as Senior Media Counsel at
NBC and Saturday Night Live, and other divisions; as counsel at King World Productions for
Inside Edition and other programming; and as a litigation associate at Debevoise & Plimpton,
where he focused on copyright, libel, internet and other media-related matters. He is a graduate of
Cornell University and of the University of Virginia School of Law.

Vered Mares
Senior Editor, VP&D House
Vered Mares was born into a household of poets, writers, artists and musicians. As a child, Vered
explored the high deserts of northern New Mexico at Ghost Ranch near Georgia O’Keeffe’s
home, while her father taught poetry and writing workshops. She has designed over 65 books and
illustrated many others. Vered’s body of work includes calendars, business packages, logos,
signs, screen, litho and intaglio prints. Vered earned a BFA from Boise State University in Visual
Arts, focusing on ceramics, printing and sculpture. She has designed books for award winning
authors Angel Gonzales of Spain, E.A. “Tony” Mares of New Mexico, and nationally syndicated
cartoonist, Chad Carpenter of Alaska. Vered studied poetry with writer and poet Patricia Clark
Smith at the University of New Mexico in the early 90s. She was one of the founding members
and incorporators of AGIA Alaska (the professional association for design) in 2010, and
subscribes to the ethics and standards set forth by AIGA Alaska. She has a core belief in quality,
hard work and creativity.
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Jolene B Perry is the author of over a dozen books, including Knee
Deep, My Heart for Yours, Out of Play, The Summer I Found You, and
the upcoming Stronger Than You Know and Love Blind. She wears
juvenile T-shirts, worn-out Chucks, and eats too much chocolate. Her
degree in political science and French somehow led her to be a middle
school math teacher. Now she writes. A lot. She’s a lover of words,
stories, smart girls, sweet boys, growing up, falling in love, and all the
stuff that happens in between. She’s represented by Jane Dystel of
Dystel and Goderich and writes for Entangled Teen, Albert Whitman
Teen, and Simon Pulse. She also writes
speculative fiction under the name AJ Brooks and New Adult under the name Mia Josephs. Visit her
at http://joleneperry.wordpress.com/

Chris (C.C.) Humphreys was born in Toronto and grew up in the United
Kingdom. He has acted all over the world and appeared on stages ranging
from London’s West End to Hollywood’s Twentieth Century Fox.
Humphreys began his writing career as a playwright with plays produced
in London, Vancouver and Calgary. Humphreys’ novels include The
French Executioner, runner up for the CWA Steel Dagger for Thrillers
2002, and optioned for the screen; the Jack Absolute Trilogy about the
James Bond of the 1770s—Jack Absolute, The Blooding of Jack Absolute
and Absolute Honour. Vlad and Shakespeare’s Rebel; and four books for
young adults: The Runestone Saga (3 books) and The Hunt of the Unicorn.
His books have been translated into more than ten languages. His new
novel Plague came out in the UK and Canada in July 2014. Fire,
Humphreys’ upcoming novel about the Great Fire of London, will be released in 2015.

Lee Goodman’s work has appeared in Iowa Review, where it
received a nomination for the Pushcart Prize in fiction, and in
Orion Magazine. He has taught writing at UAA, APU, and at the
Interlochen Arts Academy, and holds an MFA in fiction from
Bennington College. Lee’s first novel, Indefensible, was released
by Simon & Schuster on June 3rd of this year. In 2009, while
looking for an agent to represent the manuscript of Indefensible,
Lee attended the Alaska Writers’ Guild’s annual conference and
met Janet Reid, a literary agent from New York. Read more about
his novel and upcoming releases at LeeGoodmanBooks.com
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Marc Cameron is a USA Today Bestselling author, a
retired Chief Deputy US Marshal and a 29-year law
enforcement veteran. His short stories have appeared in
Boys’ Life Magazine and the Saturday Evening Post.
He's published ten novels. Time of Attack, fourth in his
Jericho Quinn Thriller series, is the newest release-February of 2014 from Kensington. Marc is represented by
Robin Rue of Writers House Literary Agency. He lives in
Alaska with his beautiful bride and BMW motorcycle.Visit
him at www.marccameronbooks.com

Basil Sands Basil writes his novels and short stories
surrounded by snow capped mountains and northern limit of the
Pacific Ocean. Creative storytelling, or as his dad used to say
'hamming it up', has been a major part of his life for as long as
he can remember. But those stories never found their way to
paper until 2006, when a tediously boring job left him anchored
to a desk for long hours every day watching a computer
network not break. Once the first story was paper though, a new
life was started and since then the books have kept coming. He
is a member of International Thriller Writers where he is a
contributing editor to the monthly Big Thrill eZine. He's also an
active member of the Alaska Writer's Guild where he regularly
presents or participates in discussions and training. In addition
to being an author Basil is an established audiobook narrator
having recorded numerous titles, including bestsellers. He lives
in Anchorage Alaska with his wife and sons. Visit him at
www.BasilSands.com

AdriAnne Strickland was a bibliophile who wanted to be an
author before she knew what either of those words meant.
She shares a home base in Alaska with her husband, but has
spent two cumulative years living abroad in Africa, Asia, and
Europe. While writing occupies most of her time, she
commercial fishes every summer in Bristol Bay, because she
can't seem to stop. Find her online at
www.adriannestrickland.com

